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Wicket Gaming AB (“Wicket Gaming” or the “Company”) has signed a collaboration agreement with the 
game developer Linked Dimensions and the graphic studio Unger & Fiedler, both of which are part of the 
Wegesrand Group. 

Linked Dimensions has an experienced staff of highly merited game developers with backgrounds from e.g. 
Electronic Arts and Ubisoft. The team at Linked Dimensions has worked with world-leading game titles such as 
FIFA and Football Manager. 

Unger & Fiedler is a design studio with long experience of game design. The studio has worked with well-known 
names such as Coffee Stain Studios, Fishlabs and Hasbro, as well as the following game titles: Hunt: Showdown, 
Elder Scrolls Legends, Dead Island: Survivors and Star Wars: X-Wing. 

Eric De Basso, CEO of Wicket Gaming, comments: 

“We are extremely pleased that we have been able to establish this collaboration between experienced game and 
design developers and Wicket Gaming, and we are convinced that both these partners will contribute additional 
experience that enhances our existing production. We are particularly excited about the fact that developers at 
Linked Dimensions have been involved with the development of FIFA and Football Manager. This creates excellent 
conditions leading up to our global launch”, says Eric De Basso, CEO of Wicket Gaming AB. 

For further information, please contact: 

Eric De Basso, CEO, Wicket Gaming AB 
Email: eric@wicketgaming.com 
Phone: +46 70 780 52 00 

About Wicket Gaming 

Wicket Gaming is a Swedish game development company that was founded in 2015. The Company’s business idea 
is based on developing and distributing free-to-play games in the sports genre based on proprietary brands. Since 
the start of operations, the Company has worked on the development of its first title, Cricket Manager, a cricket 
manager game for mobile devices in which players create and own their own cricket club and compete against other 



players across the globe. The aim is to create one of the world’s most popular cricket manager games for mobile 
devices and to use a technical platform to expand the game portfolio to include other sport manager games. 

For more information, please see Wicket Gaming’s website: www.wicketgaming.com. 

This information is information that Wicket Gaming AB is obligated to publish pursuant to the EU’s market abuse 
regulation. The information was provided under the auspices of the above contact person, for publication on 
28/07/2021. 


